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Venture Capital and Global
Investment: The African Growth
Story for 2022 and Beyond
When looking at indicators that
predict the future African economy,
none is as evident as foreign

investment. Heretofore, China and
India have foreseen the economic
opportunity of the African continent,
people, and potential trajectory for
extraordinary growth. While long
overdue, the rapid announcements of
venture capital, corporate funding,

and North American manufacturing
participation is seeing demonstrable
and dramatic upticks.
Recently, Tage Kene-Okafor reported
in TechCrunch that Egyptian social
commerce startup Brimore raised
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$25M led by IFC and Endure Capital.
The Egyptian social e-commerce
market will be worth over $14.8
billion by 2024. It can be attributed to
the growth in online social sellers in
the country, over 1.25 million them,
helping little-known brands sell and
distribute goods through different
networks. Think of Etsy or Amazon
as North American comparables.
Brimore has seen impressive
growth in the last three years;
founded by Mohamed Abdulaziz
and Ahmed Sheikha in 2017. Both
founders witnessed how difficult
it was for emerging brands to get
products to the mass market due
to the dominance of established
brands, which built distribution
infrastructure.

Women and stay-at-home-moms
Women, including stay-at-home
moms, wanted to start their
e-commerce shops but had no clue
how to go about it, nor did they
have products to sell. “We started
working on Brimore with the mindset
of actually manufacturing products
ourselves. However, producing our
products wasn’t the wisest decision
at that time as it was a very assetheavy model,” said CEO Abdulaziz to
TechCrunch in an interview.
TechCrunch’s Kene-Okafor suggested
that Brimore connects both worlds
via an app as an omnichannel social
commerce platform. Small and
medium-sized suppliers could give
these individuals, who double as

sellers and word-of-mouth marketers,
access to these emerging products.
Egyptian manufacturers have
advertising and marketing solved
while sellers start e-commerce
businesses and earn extra cash.
Over the past three years, Brimore
claims to have grown around 400x
in revenue. More than 300 suppliers
with approximately 8,000 different
SKUs from packaged foods,
personal care, and household goods
are on the platform. The social
commerce platform has also built a
network of 75,000 sellers (74% of
them are women) covering 27 cities,
primarily rural and remote areas, in
Egypt.
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The International Finance
Corporation (IFC) and Endure Capital
led the new financing round. Walid
Labadi, IFC’s country manager for
Egypt, said this is the corporation’s
largest direct investment in the social
commerce space globally. Other
investors include fintech giant Fawry,
Flourish, Endeavor Catalyst Fund.
Existing investors who participated
in its $800,000 seed round and
$3.5 million Series A, such as
Algebra Ventures (led both rounds),
Disruptech, and Vision Ventures,
participated.
U.S.-based corporations participate
in African startups

Cloud credits of up to $10,000 for
100 startups will be made available
as part of this program. Handson technical support, executive
mentoring, go-to-market resources,
and customer engagements will also
be offered to startups.
This program follows Oracle’s recent
announcement of the opening of
its first cloud region in Africa to
meet the rapidly growing demand
for enterprise cloud services on
the continent. The Oracle Cloud
Johannesburg Region will boost cloud
adoption across Africa while also
helping businesses achieve better
performance and drive continuous
innovation.
The opening marks Oracle’s 37th
cloud region worldwide with plans to
have at least 44 cloud regions by the
end of 2022, continuing one of the
fastest expansions of any major cloud
provider.

Milwaukee-built trains for Lagos,
Nigeria
Brenda Ordonez recently authored
a story for WeAreGreenBay.com
profiling how trains manufactured in
Milwaukee are playing an essential
role in helping West Africa achieve its
first operational metro system.
Talgo Incorporated facility in
Wisconsin recently completed two
sets of brand new 10-car Metro
Trains. The governor of Lagos State,
his Excellency, Badajide Olusola
Sanwo-Olu, recently met the acting
Milwaukee Mayor Cavalier Johnson.
According to the Lagos State
Government, when the Red Line
project is complete it will have
11 stations and will be the first
operational metro system in West
Africa.
“We hope that this [purchase of
the trains] will be the beginning

Brendon Petersen reported in
Ventureburn that Oracle launched
a program to support tech startups
in Africa. Oracle, the multinational
technology company headquartered
in Austin, TX has announced a
program to provide support to the
value of $1 million for tech startups
in Africa. The program will help
accelerate their digital initiatives
with the latest cloud technologies
and business resources. Led by
Oracle for Startups, the company will
provide extra resources and support
to technology startups across Africa
over the next two years.
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Follow the money

of a mutually beneficial business
relationship. Providing a source
of livelihood for our citizens is all
about providing jobs for our people
and that is what we are doing. It is
about ensuring that we can build our
economy; people can move from one
location to another, and businesses
can grow,” explained Governor
Sanwo-Olu. The first phase of the
Red Line rail project will begin in Q4
2022.

Whether funding startups, building
trains or investing in e-commerce,
one need only follow the money
to see that the efficacy in African
investments is a trend. As journalists,
we would say, “This story has legs.”
The notion of an emerging market
has always been considered with
disdain or belittling. Finally, the
power of 1.37 billion+ people is being
recognized, honored, and valued.
The money trail provides predictive
analytics and opportunities for
industry to interact with a continent
of people whose numbers are only
second to China and India. North
American investors have woken
up and are smelling the wonderful
African coffee.
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